
 

Zuckerberg's run in Beijing's toxic stirs
Chinese public
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A computer screen displays the social media posting by Mark Zuckerberg on
Facebook in Beijing, China, Friday, March 18, 2016. The photo of Facebook
founder Mark Zuckerberg jogging in downtown Beijing's notorious smog has
prompted a torrent of astonishment, mockery and amusement on Chinese social
media. (AP Photo/Ng Han Guan)

A photo of Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg jogging Friday morning
in downtown Beijing's notorious smog has prompted a torrent of
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amusing comments and some mockery on Chinese social media.

Zuckerberg is a favorite personality among the Chinese public, despite
Facebook being banned in the country alongside other overseas social
media platforms. He's also become somewhat notorious for persistent
yet so far futile efforts to woo leaders enforcing China's strict online
censorship.

The young tech tycoon is in Beijing to attend an economic forum over
the weekend, when some of the world's business and finances leaders
will rub shoulders with senior Chinese politicians.

Zuckerberg posted the photo to his Facebook page of him and five
others running through Tiananmen Square with the famous gate to the
Forbidden City imperial palace in the background. None wore the air-
filtering face masks that are ubiquitous in Beijing and other Chinese
cities.

At the time the photo was taken, Beijing's air pollution index was well
into the hazardous zone at about 15 times of the level considered safe by
the World Health Organization. Health experts urge people to avoid any
outdoor activities on such heavily polluted days.
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A computer screen displays the social media posting by Mark Zuckerberg on
Facebook in Beijing, China, Friday, March 18, 2016. The photo of Facebook
founder Mark Zuckerberg jogging in downtown Beijing's notorious smog has
prompted a torrent of astonishment, mockery and amusement on Chinese social
media.(AP Photo/Ng Han Guan)

Chinese residents wondered aloud whether Zuckerberg's jog was yet
another gesture aimed at pleasing the Chinese authorities who claim they
are gradually winning the battle against air pollution.

Previous efforts include Zuckerberg's telling China's top Internet official
on a visit to Facebook's California headquarters in 2014 that he was
engrossed in Chinese President Xi Jinping's collected speeches. The
same year he famously engaged his audience in halting Chinese at a
forum at prestigious Tsinghua University while avoiding mention of the
government ban on Facebook.
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"Kissing up?" commented Tom Wang, a Chinese environmentalist, who
reposted Zuckerberg's running photo and added a graphic of Beijing's air
quality readings from Friday morning.

Journalist and avid runner Peng Yuanwen joked that Zuckerberg's lungs
had single-handedly filtered Beijing's smog after the city's air quality
noticeably improved by early afternoon.

"The human-flesh smog vacuum is better when it's American-made,"
teased Peng, playing on a joke among Beijing residents that they filter
the city's air with their lungs by inhaling harmful particles.

Others noted that Zuckerberg's run took him through the square where
hundreds of thousands of Chinese students gathered in the spring of
1989 to demand democracy. The movement ended in the early hours of
June 4 after troops and tanks crushed all resistance, killing hundreds,
possibly thousands of protesters.
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